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ABSTRACT 

This report discusses the philosophy and evolution of performance related 
specifications. The properties of most .importance in the construction of 
asphaltic concrete pavements, as well as the associated specifications, are 
listed and discussed. The importance of specifications established to control 
uniformity or to provide a standard basis for bidding is mentioned. Recommenda- 
tions for making the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation's 
specifications for bituminous concrete as performance related as practical 
are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most specifications for bituminous concrete have been developed as 
particular needs have been recognized and thus do .not express a consistent, 
comprehensive philosophy. For instance, the bituminous concrete portion of 
the Virginia Department ofHighways and Transportation's Road and Bridge.. 
Specification includes somi method type specifications; e.g., Section 212.11, 
Bituminous Concrete Mixing Plant, details how the plant scales, drier, screens, 
etc., shall function, whereas other sections, such as Section 212.07, Acceptance, 
are oriented to end result specifications. The latter are meant to reflect 
the philosophy that-whenever possible, the characteristics of the mix and pave- 
ment that can be measured should be closely related to the ability of the pave- 
ment to provide the required performance over its design life. 

Although this latter philosophy, is easily stated and its validity may be 
hard to refute, it is also difficult to implement. The many interactive 
variabies in the materials and the construction processes used.to build a 

flexible pavement, as well as the practicality of applying the specifications, 
make the development of performance related specifications difficult; however, 
the potentialbenefits of comprehensive specifications .oriented •primarily toward 
assuring that the pavement will be durable should make the effort worthwhile. 
As Epps and Karis-recently stated: 

Because of basic societal changes we have placed ever 

changing performance demmnds on paving materials. During. 
the last i0 to 15 years our pavements have been subjected 
to an. increasing number of vehicles. Construction equipment 
has changed to improve production, improve air quality and 
workman safety, and material changes have-occurred due to 
crude supply and transportation costs. The technolo- 
gists and practicing engineers must continue their effort 
to improve the performancebased specifications. The need 
has never been greater. (I) 

While this present study is independent of the periodical review and 
revision of bituminous specifications undertaken by the Department, the findings 
should assist in these reviews, and the work described here in no way implies 
criticism of previous efforts. 



PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this. study was to review the virginia Department of Highways 
and Transportation specifications for the design, acceptance, and placement of 
bituminous concrete mixes, and to determine what changes should be recommended 
for making the specifications as performance related as practically possible. 
The intent of the study, in essence, was to further the philosophy that, when- 

ever practical, the specifications should be tailored to characteristics of the 
pavement that enable it to provide the service for which it is designed. While 
some changes in specification values may be warranted, it was not the intent 
of this study to tighten the present specification limits. 

The study dealt only withl the production of asphaltic mixes and their use 

in construction. It was assumed that pavement design procedures provide the 
thicknesses of asphaltic concrete necessary to withstand the anticipated 
traffic loadings. 

PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING PERFORMANCE RELATED SPECIFICATIONS 

Prior to an exposition on the values of performance related specifications, 
a brief contrast of the method and performance approaches to specifications 
my be worthwhile. 

The method specification, which is the oldest type in use, puts maximum 
control in the hands of the buyer. The seller is required to follow step-by- 
step procedures using specified materials and equipment. •This type of 
specification has its place, particularly where there is no economically 
measurable or performance related property that can be specified. Mix 
segregation, for instance, is undesirable but there is no easily identified 
procedure for specifying the degree of segregation that is acceptable. Thus, 
method specifications are often used to specify what a contractor must do to 

prevent segregation. A disadvantage of method specifications is that they 
might not allow a contractor to use the most economical or•innovative procedures 
to produce the product sought. 

Specifications that require a stated degree or amount of some particular 
property in a product have been used in lieu o•f method specifications for years. 
These have most often focused on such properties as asphalt content, gradation, 
and density. The manner in which limits for thesepr0perties have been derived 
is of interest, since it has had a directbearing on the evolution .of performance 
related specifications. 

One of the most widespread and most publicized use of "end result specifi- 
cations" was in the AASHTO Road Test. The limits used at that time had been 
intuitively derived, and during the road test they were found to be so tight 
that often a large percentage of the product exceeded them. To overcome this 



problem revealed in the AASHTO test results, the FHWA promoted studies to 
determine what process average and variability should reasonably be expected. 
These studies led to the use of terms such as "statistical end result specifi- 
cations" and "statistically based•specifications." More recently "quality 
assurance programs" replaced the earlier terms, and now "performance related 
specifications" seems to be.the popular term. 

The improper, and sometimes derogatory, use of these terms has resulted at 
least partially from the gradual evolution of these specifications. The earlier 
versions of the specifications generally dealt with only the state's role in the 
acceptance part of what now is often thought of as a system. During the evolution 
the concept of quality control independently exercised by the contractor became 
a part of the system, and now both of these ingredients are considered essential 
in a. complete statistical quality assurance program. But because this type of 
program is somewhat of an ideal, and because of the manner in which it evolved, 
a spectrum of sorts has developed in which specifications on some items are 

still in an early stage while some agencies h.ave gone through two or more stages 
in devising and using performance related specifications. 

Virginia has been a national leader in change to end result specifications, 
and in 1982 the present author undertook an examination of the sections of the 
state's specifications on bituminous concrete and bituminous concrete pavements 
to try to develop a consistent philosophy under which the state can require, 
whenever practical, the properties necessary to provide an asphaltic concrete 

pavement that will, with reasonable maintenance, perform well throughout its 
design life. This leaves to the contractor the responsibility of controlling 
the product so as to meet the specified properties, assuming that practical 
considerations will be taken into account. 

Since this study was begun several changes in specifications have been implemented by the Department, and two of these are noted below-. 

Section 212.03- Job-Mix Formula states, "The contractor.shall submit, 
for the Engineer's approval, a job-mix formula for each mixture to be supplied 

" The intent of this section has always been to place responsibility 
for mix design upon the contractor, but in fact mixes traditionally have been 
designed by the Department. In 1984 the Department turned the responsibility 
for mix.design over to the producers on a limited scale, with total responsi- 
bility to be transferred in 1985. 

The other .majo.r change was the move from voluntary to mandatory use of the 
Department's quality assurance program, which puts acceptance testing in the 
hands of the contractor and allows the Department to do much reduced sampling. 
A vital part of this program is that the Department's inspector has been removed 
from •the plant and inspection is done approximately twice weekly by a district 
materials technician. 



Performance type specifications also require that noncompliance with 
specifications be addressed. This is often a difficult task and requires 
careful weighing of the effects of noncompliance on .performance. This 
difficulty has probably been the greatest deterrent to the implementation 
of performance related specifications by highway departments. 

PERFORMANCE RELATED PROPERTIES AND ASSOCIATED SPECIFICATIONS 

The properties of most •importance in the construction of asphaltic• 
concrete pavements have been enumerated in many publications, (2.,3.,4,5) and 
the author has taken the liberty of adding to these in compiling the follow- 
ing list. 

Durability 
Flexibility 
Fatigue Resistance 
Stability 
Skid Resistance 
Impermeability 
Workability 
Ride Quality 
Specif led Thickness 

These properties are d.efined below. 

Durability is the ability of the pavement to resist disintegration from the 
effects of weathering, including aging, and traffic. To minimize these 
effects, high asphalt contents, dense aggregate gradations, and good 
compaction are required. 

Flexibility is the ability of the layers to conform to gradual movements 

of the base and subbase. This property is promoted by high asphalt 
contents and, probably, by open aggregate gradations. 

Fatigue resistance is the ability of an asphaltic mix to. withstand repeated 
flexing or bending caused by the pmssage of wheel loads. Asphalt content 

and density appear to be the two variables that most strongly influence 
this property. 

Stability is the ability of a mix tO resist permanent deformation under 

loads. To promote this property, the asphalt content must be maintained 

at a sufficiently low level so that the frictional resistance of the 

aggregate mass will be effective. Good field compaction is also necessary. 



Skid resistance is the ability of the asphalt surface, particularly when 
wet, to offer resistance to skidding. High skid resistance is generally 
provided by the same factors that contribute to high stability, with 
the additional characteristic of sufficient macrotexture to prevent 
hydroplaning. 

Impermeability is the ability of a mix to resist the passage of air and 
water into or through the pavement. For this property, a high asphalt 
content, dense aggregate gradation, and high density are desirable. 

Workability relates to the •ease with which a paving mixture may be placed 
and compacted. In addition to proper asphalt content and gradation, 
placement temperature is important. 

Ride quality is the property most noticed by the .travelling public and 
should be adequate at the time of construction and remain that way. It 
is primarily a construction function, although it can be influenced by 
ithe top size aggregate, and rate of application of the mix. 

• Specified thickness is also primarily a 
construction function but must 

be obtained in order to develop the strengths predicted in the pavement 
design stage. 

These properties are listed in column (i) of Table i. In column (2) are listed 
the pavement defects which occur when there is an inadequacy of the corresponding 
property. In some cases the failures may occur after several years; in others, 
they may be present in the new construction. A property may be associated with 
mdre than one failure mode; e.g., a loss of stability may be manifested in 
stripping that may in Iturn cause shoving. In most definitions of failure modes, 
longitudinal cracking is considered a precursor of alligator cracking. 

Under the next broad heading, Specification Control Variables, are the 
direct and indirect means used under the-specifications to• judge acceptability 
or, conversely, to minimize the probability of failure. The tests listed in 
column (3) provide a direct indication as to whether the product is acceptable 
in terms of the corresponding properties, and the procedures listed in column 
(4) provide an. indirect indication. As can be seen, there are many more indirect 
than direct procedures. 

Durability, flexibility, and fatigue resistance are listed together 
because they are evaluated through the same indirect measures. 
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The direct and indirect measures listed are certainly not the only ones 
used under the specifications to obtain a good asphaltic pavement, and some 
specifications have been devised to prevent the reoccurrence of a problem 
encountered one time in one particular mix or on one construction project. 
Consequently, it is necessary to use engineering experience and logic to 
specify measures that are necessary and enforceable to the construction of a 
good asphaltic pavement. H•wever, there is no chance that every eventuality 
can be covered in the specifications, so the importance of good inspection and 
common, sense cannot be overemphasized, no matterhow thorough or logical the 
specifications may be. Further, compliance with specifications must be 
achievedthrough tests that are readily adaptable for use in district labora- 
tories. Fatigue and creep tests, for example, can be very useful in research 
but at present are impractical as acceptance tests. 

The data in Table 2 are from the results of a national questionnaire 
reported by the Oregon DOT and .represent the responses to the question" 
What properties •do you evaluate to establish the acceptability of an as- 
phaltic.- pavement?(6) While all of the properties cited in Table 2 were covered 
in Table i, these responses do provide an indication of the properties that 
most states place emphasis upon. 

Table 2 

Properties Most Often Tested to Evaluate the Acceptability 
of an Asphaltic Pavement 

Proper.ty Agencies Testing,. % 

Mix grmdation 96 
Asphalt properties 94 
Asphalt content 91 
Compaction 91 
Aggregate quality 83 
Smoothness 79 
Thickness 66 

Source- Reference 6. 

CONTRACT RESPONSIBILITY 

In the evolution of specifications mentioned earlier, responsibility has 
gradually shifted from the state to the contractor. Under method specifications, 
maximum.responsibility is in the hands of the state; under performance related 
specifications, the responsibility is shared and should be well defined. The 



state is responsible for accepting the product, with as few specific require- 
ments as necessary, and the contractor is responsible for controlling the 
product so as to meet the specifications. 

State' s Responsibility 

It is the state's responsibility to establish a quality level that is not 
only desirable but, more important, affordable. To require a quality level 
greater than necessary is to increase the cost of the product without achieving 
a commensurate economic benefit. The quality level, ideally, should reflect 
the design life of the pavement. 

All properties cannot be precisely established in terms of quality. For 
instance, where it might be apparent two contractors have different gradations 
of aggregates it is possible that one material cannot be judged superior to the 
other; however, since both contractors propose to enter into a business arrange- 
ment with the state, they must produce essentially comparable products that 
meet the specifications. Thus, many specifications are needed simply to 
require comparable products from bidders. AASHTO R9-81, Acceptance Sampling 
Plans for Highway Construction has the following classification system for the 
criticality of ratings. (_7) 

Critical when the requirement is essential to preservation of life 

Major when the requirement is necessary for the prevention of 
substantial economic loss 

Minor when the requirement does•not materially affect performance 

Contractual- when the requirement is established to control uniformity 
and/or provide a standard basis for bidding 

The last definition has many applications within highway specifications. 

Further, it is the state's responsibility to request the product in precise 
terms so that all bidders clearly understand what is being required of them. As 

an example, a specification that requires a 6-±n asph•.it pavem•ent is not precise, 
a measure of the central tendency required and an allowable variability must be 
included to make the specification precise. 

The state must also take responsibility for accepting the product that the 

contractor produces. •This can vary from watching the contractor perform the 
task, as is the case under method specifications, to accepting the product under 

a sophisticated acceptance plan. Additionally, the state must precisely 
specify the consequences in the case any product does not meet the specifications. 



Contractor' s Responsibility 

If the state assumes the responsibilities cited above, it leaves the 
responsibility for product control during production and construction up 
to the contractor. To allow the contractor to optimize the use of his 
equipment and benefit from innovations, he should have as much freedom as. 
is practical in exercising •his control. 

While this responsibility for control can be stated very simply, the 
implications are quite complex. When a failure such as severe instability 
occurs within, say 90 days, whose responsibility is it? First, the source 
of the instability must be identified. Aggregate type, aggregate gradation, 
asphalt cement, contamination, and inadequate construction procedures are some 
of the potential sources of instability. Usually, it is a combination of more 
than one of these factors. Compounding the problem are environmental conditions 
and traffic that may aggravate the situation.- 

On the other hand, to state the conditions that must be met to prevent 
instability would remove all of the responsibility from the contractor and 
make the specification so cumbersome as to be of little use. 

The contractor must assume some responsibility as measured by performance. 
Reaching a happy medium is difficult. 

SPECIFICATION CONTROL VARIABLES 

Because so many of the properties sought in an asphaltic concrete pavement 
are measured by indirect tests, many of which are .empirical, any concern as 

to the ability of performance related specifications to ensure quality is 
understandable. However, the need for many specifications and for means of 
achieving compliance from a contractual viewpoint must be recognized. This 
section is subdivided into direct and indirect tests and procedures for 
controlling variables, as shown in Table i, and is further subdivided into 
materials and design and construction. 

Possible revisions of the specifications are mentioned in this section. 
but any recommended changes will be discussed in a later section. 

Direct Me, asures ,., Materials and..D.esign 

Fatigue Tests 

Fatigue tests are run at the Virginia Highway and Transporation Research 
Council's laboratories for research studies and special projects. They require 



sophisticated equipment and considerable-technical expertise, not only for 
running the tests but particularly for interpreting the results. The use 

of fhese tests in determining compliance with specifications does not appear 
feasible. 

Indirect Tension 

The indirect tension test has now been developed to the extent that it 

can be run in district materials labs as well as in the Central Office 
Materials Lab and the Research Council lab. The test is used to determine the 
need for antistripping additives and their effectiveness. However, except for 
providing.an indication of the susceptibility of a mix to stripping, it appears 
that the indirect tension test gives no more information as to mix design than 
does the Marshall stability test, which has been used for many years in Virginia. 

Stability 

The stability value used by the Department is that obtained from the 
Mmrshall stability test. The value specified is dependent on mix type. 
Marshall stability has been criticized as not being a good predictor of 
rutting and shoving failures. However, it is meant to serve as a guide, and 
experience with mixes that tend to .rut should indicate when a redesign is 

necessary. A better test for predicting rutting is being considered. 

Direct Measures Construction 

Skid Resistance 

Skid measurements are made to obtain information for use in pavement 
management and in safety studies. Because the asphalt film on the surface 
masks the frictional properties of newly laid plant mix, it is not feasible 
to use a skid number as a specification requirement. The •ssurance of adequate 
skid •resistance during construction by indirect measures is discussed later. 

Rid e Qua I i ty 

Straightedge 

The use of a 10-ft straightedge-is specified for determinin• surface 
roughness. Any hump or depression exceeding a i/4-in tolerance is supposed 
to be corrected. This specification does not appear to be widely used, and 
additional emphasis may be warranted, particularly in terms of instructions 

to inspection personnel. 

I0 



Roughometer 

Roughometer tests with the Mays meter are run primarily to obtain information 
for internal use, although the results often have been used by the Virginia 
Asphalt Association as the basis for making smooth pavement awards. There is at 
present no specific roughne.ss requirement, although there does appear to be 
a need for one. The lack of precision of equipment mounted on vehicles has 
made previous attempts to establish a performance related specification for 
roughness unsatisfactory; however, the Council has recently purchased equipment 
purported to solve this problem. A performance related specification for 
roughness appears to be more feasible for new construction than for maintenance 
overlays, since in the latter case the roughness is greatly influenced by the 
condition of the existing pavement, a factor over which the contractor has no 

control. If sufficient equipment and personnel were available, it probably 
would be feasible to-run roughness tests before overlaying and base the 
specification on an improvement of the results. 

Specified Thickness. 

For bituminous base, the thickness tolerance is based on tests of cores. 
For binder and surface courses the thickness is controlled by rate of application. 

The bituminous base thickness tolerance is statistically based, but there 
is some possibility that the standard deviation used in deriving this speci- 
fication is now excessive. This specification should be reanalyzed and con- 
sideration given to applying a price adjustment system based on performance 
results obtained from the AASHO Road Test. 

The control of the application rate mentioned in the specifications does 
not address the problem of how to determine the rate. The practice is to measure 

the thickness every i0 to 20 f t and adjust the paver screed accordingly. This 
isa very poor practice and one that tends to produce a rough ride. The appli- 
cation rate should be determined on a tons per square yards basis that would 
give an average rate and not on individual thickness readings. 

Indir...ect.. Measures -...M.aterials .and Design 

Aggregate. Type and Quality 

A recent National Cooperative Highway Research Program study on the acceptance 
of aggregates in bituminous• paving mixes used literature reviews and a national 

survey to identify the aggregate and mix properties most predictive of pavement 
performance. (__8) Percent crushed particles, water absorption, and sand equivalency 
were identified as the most important aggregate tests for use in predicting 
performance. Virginia Specifications (Section 212.02 referencing Sections 201, 
202, and 203) appear to be adequate for aggregate type and quality, with the 
possible-exception of those for fine aggregates. The previously referenced 
NCHRP study states that: 
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Sodium sulfate soundness tests were run on both coarse 
and fine aggregate fractions of the samples and losses 
were determined after five cycles. It appeared that there 
is more variability in the results, with the fine aggregate 
fractions making these results less reliable than with the 
coarse aggregate fractions. It was also considered that 
the degradation due to the breaking up of coarse particles 
will have a greater overall effect on pavement deterioration. 
Hence the soundness values of only the coarse aggregate 
fractions (plus No. 4 material) were included in the re- 

gression analysis and the discussion here refers to the 
soundness loss in the coarse aggregate fraction. The 
soundness losses in aggregates with good performance were 
less than 4%. (8) 

Also, few other states have a requirement on soundness for fine aggregates 
for bituminousconcrete. A soundness specification on this material does not 

appear logical because the fines are coated with asphalt first, and this 
combination of fines and asphalt forms a matrix which then helps coat the 
coarse aggregate. Furthermore, if the fine material is not of sufficient 
quality to provide durability, the stripping test probably gives'a better 
evaluation than the soundness test The sand equivalency test should be 
retained to eliminate "dirty" fine material. A recommendation on this subject 
will be m•de. 

Aggregate Gradation 

Aggregate gradation is an anomaly in that one gradation may not appear to 

be appreciably better than another until it is .evaluated in terms of voids in 
the mineral aggregate (VMA), which is .obtained from the analysis in the Marshall 
mix design procedure. Once an adequate VMA is obtained in a mix, the uniformity 
of gradation then becomes more important than the gradation itself. 

Aggregate gradation is accepted by determining the average and comparing 
it to the process tolerance on a lot-by-lot basis and also•'by determining the 
standard deviation on each job. The specification appears to be effective 
for controlling the distribution of the gradation, and no changes in this 
concept are necessary. 

Table II-12 (Section 212.03) in the Virginia Department of Highways and 
Transportation Road and Bridge Specifications, which specifies the aggregate 
gradation, needs to be modified. This taSle contains the design range from 
which mix gradations are chosen. The gradations for the S-4, S-5, S-8, I-2, 
B-2, and B-3 mixes should be modified to include a top-size range. For instance, 
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Figure 1 shows the design range for an S-5 mix as given in the table. At the 
top of the figure, the design range closes down to a single point. What is 
needed is a design range, such as that depicted by the dashed line, which has 
a range of, for instance, 84% to 100% passing the 3/8-±n. sieve. Then, the 
design range could be used to predict the gradation actually produced. This 
change will be included under Recommendations. 

Asphalt Grade 

Virginia's specifications cover viscosity graded asphalt cements ranging 
from an AC-5. to an AC-40. Specifying the grade of asphalt is important to 
provide flexibility and stability and to prevent flushing. Virginia's 
specifications generally require the use of an AC-20 cement; however, the S-3 
mix requires an AC-10 and the urban mix requires an AC-40. Although, it has 
become very difficult to obtain any asphalt cements other than AC-20, from a 
specification standpoint it is advantageous to retain whatever grades the 
engineer believes will provide good pavement performance, and to require the 
asphalt mix producer to make an exhaustive effort to obtain the grade specified. 
A study now in progress at the Research Coundil is seeking to determine if an 
AC-20 is providing the best asphalt consistency for Virginia's climate. (9) 
For the time being, the specifications will be considered adequate and no 
recommendations will be made. 

Aspha!.t T..emperature ..S.u.s.qeptibility 

This characteristic is probably morse import.ant than previously, because 
of the change in susceptibility resulting primarily from changes in the 
sources and blending of crudes. (i0.•.i.I,12,13) The specifications control this 

only loosely by requiring a minimum viscosity at 
275°F.6 characteristic a 

minimum penetration, and a plus or minus tolerance on viscosity at 140 F. 
If any more restrictive requirements on temperature susceptibility are 
needed, they should be pursued on a national basis. 

Mix Desi• gn 

As shown in Table I, mix design is an extremely important variable because 
of its influence on the properties of the mix and those of the pavement. 

Typically, for a job mix design, a gradation is selected by the contractor 
to be within the gradation design range and this is used to select the asphalt 
content. (i__4) The determination of the proper asphalt content, because of its 
correlation with voids total mix (VTM), is extremely important because if the 
VTM is not within •prescribed limits the mix may not reach the proper void content 
during construction. However, as indicators of VTM, voids mineral aggregate 
(VMA) and voids filled with asphalt (VFA) are also very important. If the VMA 
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•s-lei•her too high or too low., the cause is a poor gradation. If the VFA is 
too high or too low, the asphalt content may be correspondingly high or low or, 
as has been the case recently, the high VFA may be caused by the amount and 
fineness of the -#200 sieve material overextending the asphalt. With the 
increase in the use of the baghouse as a dust collector as opposed to wet 
wamh systems 

,. 
fines that once were wasted are now being used in the mix. 

These fines have been terme.d "super fines." A control is needed to make sure 

that the film thickness is sufficient to provide .durability; however, there is 

no readily available method for this. 

The most expeditious approach to controlling the film thickness is to 
control the filler asphalt ratio (F/A). The Department has implemented a job 
mix control on the F/A in which the -#200 aggregate does not exceed the asphalt 
content for S-4, S-5, and I-2 mixes. While it is not a perfect control in 
that there is no discrimination between coarse and super fine fillers in the 
F/A and only the super fines create a problem, the ratio can be quickly and 
easily determined. 

At the time the contractor undertook responsibility for performing the 
j.ob mix design, changes were made in the void criteria and these should 
improve the mixes used in the state. 

However, as discussed above, it is extremely important that the mix design 
parameters be well covered in the specifications. While some states use mix 
design parameters as acceptance tools, Virginia .uses them as guides for con- 

tractors and engineers. The criteria for accepting-gradation and asphalt 
content are considered controls on the mix design parameters. The pr.esent 
method of determining Marshall values from production samples, i.e., bringing 
the material into the lab and compacting the briquets, does not lend itsel• 
to acceptance testing because of time constraints. Furthermore, the variability 
inherent in stability and flow determinations would make specification require- 
ments on these properties difficult to administer. Therefore, using the Marshall 
tests for gu±d.ance in mix design and for monitoring production appears to be 
satisfactory. 

Mix Moisture Content 

Excessive moisture in a mix can result in instability manifested as a 

tender mat. This can easily result in low densities, shoving, or both. The 
specifications allow up to 3% moisture at the point of discharge from the 
plant. This is much higher than some reports indicate can cause trouble. (15) 
However, to the author's knowledge Virginia has not had any appreciable problem 
with-excess moisture. Therefore, this specification apparently is controlling 
the moisture within acceptable limits. 
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Mix Temperature 

It is very import-ant to control the temperature of the mix to prevent 
overheating of the asphalt and the resultant premature oxidation and under- 
heating of the mix that leads to problems in compaction, segregation, and 
placement. It is also impor.tant to maintain a uniform temperature throughout 
the mix to facilitate achieving a uniform density. Table II-12 of the 
specification book has a master range of temperatures at the plant from which 
the contractor can choose a single value. Then, a 

+_ 20°F. tolerance is applied 
to this job mix temperature. This tolerance is consistent with those used in 
other states and appears to be quite adequate. 

With the implementation of the quality assurance program which resulted 
in the removal of the-state inspector from the plan• it is recommended that 
the state materials technician monitoring production check mix temperatures 
periodically. 

Mix Uniformity 

The lack of uniformity in a mix can cause inadequate coating of the 
aggregate or poor pavement texture, primarily through segregation of the 
mixture. The controls required by the specification are determinations of 
the asphalt content and gradation of the aggregate, with emphasis on the 
standard deviation. Also, the Ross count procedure assures adequate mixing at 
the plant. However, these specifications still do not ensure against 
segregation. Coarse mixes such as the B-3 and •.-2 have a greater tendency 
to segregate than finer mixes. Storage and surge silos have been found to 
aggravate segregation. This is one problem that requires knowledgeable field 
inspection to monitor and prevent. The severity of segregation is assessed 
through judgment, but if the inspector feels that segregation is sufficientl•y 
severe, he should bring the problem to the attention of the contractor, who 
has responsibility to take remedial action. The point to be made here is that 
preventative measures for every potential problem cannot be spelled out in the 
specification; in some ,situations the actions to be taken •re solely a matter 
of judgment. 

St.ripping. Tests 

Virginia has done a tremendous amountp of work with the tensile strength 
ratio (TSR) test used to predict the ability of a mix to resist stripping. The 
specifications require the =se of a heat stable additive in all surface courses 
and in base and intermediate courses, except when carbonate aggregates are used. 
The author believes, the term "heat stable additive" is misleading. What is 
necessary is an antistripping additive that mus.t be stable under prolonged 
heating. It may be a subtle point, but the objective is that the additive 
prevent stripping; that it is heat stable simply means that it will remain 
effective in storage. The Department's Materials Division, as well as the 
Council, is doing quite a bit of work that should result in quite a few changes 
in this part of the specifications. 
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Indirect Measures Construction 

Adhesiqn. •to un.der.lying Lay.er 

Relatively thin overlays have been noted to crack within the short time 
of three years in several instances, and investigations have shown this 
distress to be attributable-to a very poor bond between the overlay and the 
old surface. The specifications cover application of the tack between the 
old surface and the overlay, but they should be strengthened to cover the 
amount and uniformity of the application. This may require use of a method 
specification. 

Placement Temperature 

Although, as previously discussed, the temperature of a mix •is controlled 
at the discharge point at the plant, the influence of temperature at placement 
on the road is so important to obtaining proper compaction that a placement 
temperature is also necessary. The specifications allow the temperature of 
the mix on the road to be no more than 30°F. below the approved job mix 
temperatures. Loads of material that do not conform., to this tolerance are 
rejected. The minimum placement temperature is controlled by cessation limits 
as set forth in Section 320.03 of the Virginia specifications. Although this 
specification is adequate, additional emphasis should be placed on placement 
temperatures because with the removal of state inspectors from-asphalt plants 
in the quality assurance program, temperatures may not be checked as often as 
they have been. 

Field Density. 

In the author's opinion proper field density is the single most important 
requirement for a pavement that is to give good performance, over its design 
service life. This view is shared by others as evidenced by the number of 
papers and articles on this subject, a few of which are referenced here. (4__., 
1.6 •.17..,18) The durability of the pavement is directly affected by the rate of 
oxidation of the asphalt, a factor that has been correlated to the percentage 
of air voids in the pavement. 

Virginia has relied on nuclear testing combined.with the control strip 
procedure for years to control density on new construction projects. (1__9) More 
recently, a density specification based on removal of 4 in. x 4 in. sawed plugs 
has been implemented and used successfully. (20) The work in developing and 
monitoring the maintenance density specification indicates that use of the 
control strip procedure does not produce the maximum density because of an 
inability to obtain the needed void content with the materials being used. 
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Addit iona.l S.peci..ficat ions 

The above discussion of specification control variables includes most 
specifications needed in the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 
specification book; however, there are at least a few others that have not been 
addressed. These are discussed below. 

Plant Operation 

The question that .must be answered in this portion of the specification 
book is, How detailed must the specification be to obtain a mix that will perform 
adequately? This means that a critical look should be taken at Section 212.11 
Bituminous Concrete Mixing Plant to delete as many method type requirements 
as possible. 

Contamination 

The primary contaminant of asphalt mixes appears to be the fuel oil used 
to coat the bodies-of haul trucks to prevent the mix from sticking, and improper 
use of this oil will make the mix perform poorly. Although the specifications 
prohibit the use of mixes contaminated with excessive fuel oil, there seems to 

be some. problem in enforcing the specifications. Noncontaminating release 
agents have been developed. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Listed below by section are recommendations that should be considered by the 
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation. The suggested deletions are 

marked through and the additions are in italic. Some are straightforward and 
can be implemented very quickly; others will require experimental data, analyses, 
and, possibly, better test .methods. Implementation of the latter probably will 
be delayed. 

Sec. 202 Fi.ne Aggregate 

Table 11-2 Soundness. Delete Bituminous Surface Courses and Bituminous 
Bases. 

Sec. 212 Bituminous Concrete 

Sec. 212.01 Description. Bituminous concrete shall cons.ist of a combination 
of mineral aggregate and bituminous material mixed mechanically in a plant. 
Bitumimous cencrete shal• conferm to •he re•uirememts for the type designated 
•or t•e work an• sha•l be p•oduced utilizing amy of t•e fo•lowimg procedures" 

•a• C•nventi•nal plmnt wit• gradation unit, 
•b• C•nventienal plmnt usimg col• feed control methods •n lieu o@ 

plant screems, o• 
•c• Drier d•um mixing plaint usin• cold @eed comtrol methods. 

Replace w•ith Bituminous concrete shall conform to the requirements 
for the type designated, the process tolerances, and uniformity requirements 
contained in Sec. 

Sec. 212.02 Materials 

h) Additive (Special Provision Copied Note 2-17-84) 
i) RAP (Special Provision Copied Note 12-15-83) 

Sec. 212.03 Job Mix Formula- (Special Provision 2-3-84) 

Table II-12 

Add I" 3/4" 3/8" 

S-4 
S-5 
1-2 
B-2 
B-3 

86-100 

90-100 
84-100 
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Sec. 212.04 Certification (Special Provision 12-I-83) 

Sec. 212.06 Plant Inspection- The preparation of all bituminous mixtures shall 
ma• be subject to inspection at the plant. Far t•is purpose t•e Centrmcto• 
•ha$1 provide a p•an• laboratory cenfo•min• •o •ect•-on •i•.. •he Gont•.acter 
•ha$1 •urni•h, maintain, amd •ep•ac• a• •ongitiom n•ceseitat•s, •he •ollewin• 
=es•in• eNuipmen•" •a•d rest o• •age) 

Add The contractor shall furnish, maintain, and replace, as con- 
ditions necessitate, such equipment as is necessary to run asphalt extraction 
by the Re•ux method (VTM-36), aggregate gradation, and the boiling test 
(VT•-• S) 

Sec. 212.07 Acceptance (Special Provision 12-i-83) 

Sec. 212.09 Referee System (Special Provision 12-i-83) 

Sec. 212.10 Handling and Storing Aggregates Aggregates shall be handled, 
hauled, and stored, in a manner which will minimize segregation and avoid 
contamination. The different aggregate sizes shall be stockpiled separately 
and such stockpiles shall be readily .accessible for sampling. Aggregaees 
shall •e stockpiled •n the vicinity of the plan• and o• groun• that •s denuded 
sf vegetation, •ard-an• well •ra±ne•, or o•herwise prepared to •rotec• the 
aggregate from coneam±na•ion. •lac±n• aggregate •.irect•y from the erushe• bins 
•nto t•e col• feed may be •ermit•ed, p•ovide• the mater±al is consistent i• 
•radat•on. When d•ffere•t size aggregates •re steckpiled, the stockpiles 
shall •e positively sep•rate•. 

Sec. 212.11 Bituminous Csncrete Mixing Pla•t S•fficient storage space shall 
•e provided •or each of aggregate an•the •ifferent aggregate sizes shal• be 
•ept separated unt•l they are •eing conveyed to •he dr•er. •he storage yard 
shall •e mai•taine• neat and orderly rand the separate s•ockpi•es shall be 
•ead±ly accessible •or sampling. •he plant shall be •perated so •t•at t•e 
weigh±•g, proportioning and mi•ing w•ll yield a •niform m±x•ure c•nforming •o 
•he requirements o• these specifications. Mixing •lants shall •e designed a•d 
equipped to •r6duce a minimum •f 50 •ons o• m±xt•re pe• ho•. However, •his 
•equirement will be waived on ehe production of m•xes used fo• patching, a•d 
•or prsjects •r schedules consisting o@ less tha• 2•000 •ons. 

(d) Feeder for Drier: The plant shall be equipped with accurate mechanical 
means for uniformly feeding the agg.regate into the drier so that uniform 
production and uniform temperature will be obtained. Where •ifferent si•e 
aggregates a•e required •o mee• grading specifications, •hey m•st p•o- 
portiomed by feeding into the co•d-elevator •hroug• a multiple compartment 
•eede• bim (ome bim for each s•ze spec±fie@) equipped with p•sitive action 
•ates •hat cmn be securely loc•ed to maintain desired p•oport•oning. 
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Screens: T•e plant, emcept dr•er-dr•m miming plant, shell be provided 
wieh screens capable of screening all aggregates to the specified si•es 
and proportions. T•e screens sha•l have sufficient capacity to furnish 
•he necessary quantity of each a•gregate si•e required for continuous 
operation. 

(e) 4f) B•ns: T•e plant shell ±nelude sto•age b•ns of s•fficient capacity to 
supply the m•xer when it is operatimg at fu•l capacity. B•ns shell be 
•ivi•ed-into at •ease 3 compartments arranged to •nsu•e separate amd 
adequate s•ora•e of a•propr•ate f•acti•ns of t•e a•gre•ate. Each 
compartment shall •e provide4 wi•h mn overflow pipe o4 such sise amd at 
such •ocation to p•event co•tamination of the a•gregate in ad•acemt 
compartments amd shsll be p•0vided wieh in•ividuel outlet getes which, 
when c•osed, w•ll a•low no leakage. 

TMe dr•er dr•m mi•ing plant shall include celd feed sto•age b•ns 
ef su4ficient ca•aciey to supply.the miming o•eratien when.t•e plant is 
eperating fu•l capacity. Hat storage bias w•ll be requi•ed on cen- 
wentio•al plants omly. 

•nlems otherwise s•ecif•ed, a separate seora•e cempartment s•all 
5e •rovided for m•nera• f•lle•, amd t•e p•ant shal• be e•uipped to 9ee4 
tMe f•ller imto the mimer. 

A•I plant b•ns shall be located se as te feed d•rect•y ineo t•e 
weighing hopper •y gravity and shall •e equipped w•th c•togf ga•es te 

sto• t•e flew o• dried a•gregate. 

Adequate and convenient facilities shall be provided to make 
possible the sampling of representative aggregate material from each 
hot bin. 

(f) 4g• Thermometric Equipment: The plant shall be equipped with an approved 
thermometric instrument so placed at the discharge chute of the drier 

as to register automatically or indicate the temperature .of the heated 
aggregate or the completed mix •f •he drier d•um m•xin• p•an• is used. 

(g) 4i• Equipment for Preparation of Bituminous Material: Tanks for the storage 
of bituminous material shall be equipped with a heating system capable of 
heating and holding the material at the •required temperatures. The heating 
system shall be designed te hea• t•e centents ef t•e tank by means o• 
•team, electricity, or other a•preved means se 8u• that no flame is in 
contact with the heating surface of the tank. The circulating system 
for the bituminous material shall be designed to assure proper and 
continuous circulation during the operating period. Return lines dis- 
charging into the storage tanks shall be positioned within 6 inches of the 
bottom of the tank to prevent oxidation of the asphalt. AI• p•pe l•nes 
•ha•l be steam jacketed o• i•sula•ed •o pr-event undue less of heat. 
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Storage facilities for bituminous material shall be sufficient for at 
least one day's operation or equivalent means of supply shall be provided 
which will insure continuous operation. Provision shall be made for 
measuring and sampling storage tanks. When bituminous material is 
proportioned by volume, the temperature of the bituminous material in 
storage shall be maintained uniform (+20°F) during operation of the 
plant by means of an approved automatic temperature control device. 

•j• Bi•umino=s C•ntr•i" •itumimous meteria• shal• be aecurately pr•portiened 
•y vol•me or weight. When voi•metrie measurements are used, they s•all 
•e made by means o@ appreved meters er pumps, calibrated for accuracy. 
.•he seetion o• the •itumimous line between the charging valve and t•e 
spray •ar shell be provided with an eutlet valve •or checking the meter. 

When proportioned by weight, the bituminous materia• sha•l be-weighed 
•n scales o• the beam or dial type. Beam scales shall be equipped w•th 
ta•e an• f•ll capacity beams. D•al scales s•all have a capaeity o• net 

mo•e tNan i§ pereent ef t•e capacity o• t•e mi•er. T•e va•ue ef tNe 
minimum •radua•ion shell net be greeter then 2-pounds. 

•xcep• when dr•er dr•m mixing plant is used, t•e bitumineus meteria• 
•ucket, its valves an4 sp•ay bar sha•l be steam jacketed or heated 
ether approved means. The bucket sha•l have a capacity o• at least 
&15 percent 04 the weight o• t•e bituminous materiel require@ im amy 
mixture an4 •sha•l be supporte• om fulcrums. 

T•e b•tumino•s meteria• shell be delivere• te t•e m•er in-a thin, 
•niform sheet of multiple streams for t•e fu•l width o• the mi•er. 

(h) •k• Bropertienimg Aggregates: -When beam type sca•es are used, there shell 
•e a separate beam far each siee of aggregate amd appropriate •alancimg 
means.- T•e scales shell be provided wi•h en indieator which wi•l stamt 

•o funetion when the load being applied •s within I0@ poumds ef that 
4esired. Bufficient vertical-movement s•all be vrov•ded im t•e beams 
permit the imdicatsr to f•nctiom properly. Each beam can be-suspended 
•hrown o•t o• aetion• 

D•al scales s•all be sf s•ch si•e t•at t•e numerals cam •e reed at 

e distance o• at least 2§ feet. TNe d•al s•all imdicate tNe f•ll capacity 
ef t•e seale• Nial seales shell •e removed" amd replaeed when so erde•ed. 
All d•als s•all •e lecated so as to •e p•ain•y v•sib•e •o tNe operater 
et a•l •imes. 

TNe weigh hopper shell be o• sufficient s•ze •o ho•d tNe maximum 
.•equired weight of aggregate far one •atc• without hamd raking er r•nnin• 
ever. •ufficient c•earance •etween tNe weigh hopper end supporting devices 
shall •e p•ovided to p•evemt aecumula•ion ef fereigm materials. 
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When using batch plants, the discharge gate of the weigh hopper shall 
be situated in such a manner that the aggregates will not segregate when 
dumped into the mixer. Gates on the bins and weigh hopper shall be 
constructed to prevent leakage when closed. 

When using d•ier-dr•m mixing plant t•e aggregate shall be •roportioned 
•y a pssitiom weight comtrol mt t•e cold aggregate feed, •y use of a belt 
scmle w•ich w•ll a•tomatica•ly regulate t•e s•pply of material being •ed 
rand permit instant cor•ectisn of variations in load. •he co•d feed f•ow 
sh•ll be a•tomatica•ly co•ple• with t•e •itumem flew ts maintain t•e 
•equired p•oportioms. 

(i) •i• Batch Mixer: The batch mixer shall be o• a-twin pugmill er ot•er appreved 
type, s•eam •acketed o• heeted-by o•her-a•proved means amd capable of 
producing uniform mixtures within the specified tolerances. It shall be 
equipped with a sufficient number of paddles or blades, operated at such 
speeds as to produce a properly and uniformly mixed batch. T•e number amd 
erranagement sf t•e mi•er paddles shell •e s•bject to t•e a•pro•al ef t•e 
•ngineer. •he c•earanee of the •lades from a•l f•xed and mOving pmrts 
shall mot e•ceed ene imch, unless t•e maximum diameter o• t•e aggregate 
particle exceeds • I#4 imches, •n w•ch cese t•e cleeranee shell mot 
exceed • I/• •nches. Badly worn o• de•ect•ve b•ades s•al• nst be used 
•n mi•ing operatioms. 

• he mi•er shell %e previ4ed within 
en approwed time lock which 

will •ock •he d•scha•ge gete a@ter t•e a•gregates amd b•tumen hsve been 
place4 fm t•e m•xer amd w•ll net release t•e gete umtil t•e specified time 
•as elapse4. 

Batch type mixing, plants used to produce bituminous concrete shall 
be equipped with approved automatic proportioning devices. Such devices 
shall include equipment for accurately proportioning batches of the various 
components of the mixture by weight or volume in the proper sequence and 
for controlling the sequence and timing of mixing operations. The automated 
system shall be designed to interrupt and stop the batching operation at 

any time batch quantities are not satisfied for each of the materials. A 

means shall be provided for observing the weight of each material during 
the batching operation. 

Should the automatic proportioning devices become inoperative, the 
plant may be allowed to batch and mix bituminous materials for a period 
of not more than 48 hours from the time the breakdown first occurs provided 
alternate proportioning facilities are approved by the Engineer. Written 
permission of the Engineer will be required for operation without automatic 
proportioning facilities for periods longer than 48 ho.urs. 

(j) •m• Continuous Mixing Plant: Continuous mixing plant shall include a means 

for accurately proportioning each bin size of aggregate either by weight 
or volume. Where-gradation centrel is by velume, the umit s•all imclu4e 
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feeder mouRted uRder t•e comp•rtment b•ns. E•ch b•n sh•ll hmve am 

mccura•ely eontro•led •ndivi•ual ga•e te ferm mn orifice •or v•lumet- 
•ica•ly measurimg t•e mmteriml d•aw• frem.e•ch respective b•n cempartmemt. 
•he orifice sha•l be rec•angulmr, wi•h ome d•mensiom a•justab•e by 
positive mechanical means amd shmll be p•ovided-w•th • loek. Imdicato•s 
•ha•l be p•ovideg t• sh•w the imdividuml grote openimg im imches. T•e 
plaint s•all be e•uipped w•th a sm•isfae•ory revol•tien counter. 

•he p•ant shmll include m memns fer cmlibra•ing •ate openings •y 
weig•.t. T•e mmterials f•d ou• of t•e bins tNrou•h imdividuml o•ifices 
•hall •e by-passeg t• a s•ita•le test b•x; emch cemponemt m•teria•s cenfine• 
Sn a s•para•e section. •he p•ant shmll •e equipped to eonveniently hamdle 
te•t samples weighing up •t• 2•0 p•unds per b•n amd aceura•e platform seales 
•ha•l b• provided f•r th•s pu•psse. 

•osit•ve imterloc•ing c•ntr•l shmll •e a•forded between t•e flew 
mggregmte from t•e b•ns rand •he f•ow sf b•tumino•s mmteri•l f•om •he me•er 
-•f ot•e• proportioning de•ice. T•is shmll b• accomplished by app•oveg 
•nter•ockin• de¥ic•s •r •the• approve• p•sitive means. 

Accurate c•ntr•l o• tNe b•tumin•us ma•eriml s•al• b• o•taine• by 
•eigh•ng, meterimg •r v•lumetr•c measurement. 

• he p•ant shmll include •. comtinuo•s mixe.r ef am approve• type w•ic•- 
•s stemm jacketed o• heated by otNer approved means. TNe pad•les shmll 
•e o• .am adjustable type •or an•ular position om tNe sNafts rand reYersi•le 
•o •eta•d t•e fl•w o• .t•e m•xture. 

• he•e s•mll b• imter•oc• cu•of• c•rcu•ts ts. imterr•pt aRd •o s•op- 
•he propertisnin• amd m•xin• •operatisns w•en t•e• a•grega•e level-•n •he 
plamt o•. tNe •itum•no•s mmter•al •im storage f•lls •elow t•at n•cessmry 
•o produce the specified m•xt•re. 

(k) •o• Automatic Printer System: In lieu of providing truck scales, the 
Contractor may furnish an approved automatic printer system which will 
print, in digital form, the weights of the ingredient• from each bin 
of aggregate and asphalt in each batch of each load of material delivered, 
as well as the cumulative total of the batches. The printed weight sha• 
be shown to the nearest hundredth ton for each load, the weigh ticket of 
the material shall accompany the delivery and such information shall b• 
made available to the Inspector at the project. 

(Special Provision 4-9-82) 

The equipment shall print the weight of the asphalt dispensed and such 
weight shall be within plus or minus 0.2 percentage points of the asphalt 
content as shown on the job-mix formula. If the weight of asphalt is not 
within 0.2 percentage points, operation of the plant will cease until the 
problem is solved. 
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(i) (• Uniformity of Mix: The weight of each truck load of paving mixture 
shall be within plus Or minus 3 percent of the total weight of all 
batches in the load, except that such tolerance will not apply where 
the automatic printer system is used or where, the material is placed 
in storage bins. Failure to maintain this standard of uniformity will 
be sufficient cause for rejection of the load. 

Sec. 212.12 Preparation of Mixtures The coarse aggregate-shall be separated 
into appropriate sizes and stored in separate bins. The fine aggregate shall 
be separated from the coarse aggregate and stored in a separate bin. The 
dried aggregates shall be combined in the mixer in the amount of each fraction 
of' aggregates required to meet the job-mix formula. The bituminous material 
shall be weighed or metered, and introduced into the mixer in the amount 
specified by the job-mix formula. 

The bituminous material and aggregate shall be introduced into the mixer 
at a temperature that will produce a mixture within the requirements of the job- 
mix formula; however, in no .case shall the temperature of the bituminous 
material exceed- 325OF at the time of introduction into the mixer. 

After the required amounts of aggregate and bituminous material have been 
introduced into the mixer, the materials shall be mixed until a uniform coating 
of bitumen and a thorough distribution of the aggregate throughout the mixture 
is secured within the requirements of the Ross. Count procedure described in 
AASHTO T195. Wet mixing time, based on the procedures of AASHTO T195, shall be 
determined by the Contractor at the beginning of production and approved by the 
Engineer for each individual plant or mixer and for each type of aggregate used; 
however, in no case shall the wet mixing time be less than 20 seconds. The wet 
mixing time is the interval of time between the start of introduction of the 
bituminous material into the mixer and the opening of the discharge gate. A 
wet mixing time which will result in fully coating a minimum of 95 perce•t of 
the coarse particles, based on the average of the 3 samples, and provided that 

none of the 3 samples result in fully coating less than 92 percent of the 

coarse particles, shall be the minimum wet mixing time requirement. A dry 
mixing time of up to 15 seconds may be requiredby the Engineer to accomplish 
the degree of aggregate distribution necessary to obtain complete and uniform 
coating of the aggregate with bitumen. 

(Special Provision 2-3-84) 

Where tNe pavimg m•xtu•e ks prod•ceg im m c•ntimuo•s miximg plaint, tNe 
•elivery o• t•e •ggregate• t• t•e mixe• s•al• •e •y mea•s •f •ccura•el• m•tere• 
•atem amd •t suc• rmte tNat t•e eomp•sitisn •f t•e •inisheg m•xtu•e s•all •onf•rm 
•o these s•eci•ica•ioms amd •he estab•ishe• tsler•nces. TNe v•lumes per unit 
sf time sha•l be de•ermimed •y weighs •t •east omce emch dmy amd as often there- 
•fter as m•y •e necessary •o secure tNe desired umif•rmi•y. TNe a•greg•tes 
•ha•l •e csmbimed with •he requi•ed q•ant•ty of •itumino•s mmter•al •s tNe 
materials emter •he m•xer. •he r•te of •ee•-•o t•e m•xer s•all •e s•ch t•at 
•he combin•tisn o• b•tumen amd a•gre•ate s•al• b• m•x•d f•r m s•ff•ciemt •im• 
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•o seeure a complete amd uniform coatimg of •itumen and •horou•h d•stri•utiom 
of t•e a•grega•e •hro•ghou• t•e m•xtu•e. •n t•e d•ier d•um m•xing plaint t•e 
aggregate an• b•tumino•s mater•al s•all •e weighed amd metered imto •he drier 
•n t•e amoumts s•eci•ied •y t•e job m•x formula. 

Sec. 212.16 Type S-4 Bituminous Concrete shall consist of siliceous sand, 
granite, slag, gravel, gravel screenings, granite screenings or combination 
thereof, combined with asphalt cement, viscosity grade AC-20 unless otherwise 
specified, and shall conform to Table 11-12. 

•he combination of aggregate amd asphalt s•all •ave a Marshmll seabi•ity 
of not less than i•00@ pounds a• 140°F. •f t•is value eanmot be o•ta•ned, t•e 
addi•ion-o• m•neral f•ller comfo•ming to Seetion 2@i, im am am•un• no• •o 
exceed • pe•cemt by weigh• o• t•e complete• mixture, wi•l •e permitted •n 
order •o o•taim t•e specified s•abi•ity. •f t•e mixture sti•l imcks stab•l•ty, 
mno•her oouree o• a•gregate shall be used. 

Sec. 212.17 Type S-5 Bituminous Concrete shall consist of crushed stone, 
crushed slag, or crushed gravel and fine aggregate, slag or stone screenings, 
or a combination thereof, combined with a asphalt cement, viscosity grade AC-20 
unless otherwise specified, and shall conform to Table 11-12. 

(Special Provision Copied Note 3-9-84) 

•he combination •.f a•gre•ate amd asphalt s•al• h•ve • mimimum Mmrs•a•l 
sta•il•ty of •,45@ pounds a• 14@oF. I• tNe stabil•ty amd f•ow values cmnn•t •e 
sbta•ne•, t•e a•dition o• mime•al filler comform•ng •o •ection •01, •n am amount 

mot eo exeeed • percent by weight o• the completed mixture, wi•l •e permitted 
•n order to obtain t•is m•nimum s•abili•y. •f tNe mixture s•ill imcks stability, 
mnot•er souree o• a•gre•ate shal• be used. 

Whenever t•e amount •f a•grega•e p•ssimg the°N•. 2•0 s•eve exceeds-§ pereent, 
• minimum o• I§ pe•ce•t si•iceous-san• (M•nimum G•a•i•g B• may be req•i•e• t• 
•e ad•e• to t•e m•x. 

Sec. 212.18 Type S-8 Bituminous Concrete shall consist of a bituminous porous 
friction course composed of a mixture of polish resistant No. 8 crushed aggregate, 
minimum grade B; heat stable additive; and asphalt cement, viscosity grade AC-20. 
The optimum asphalt content shall be determined by the modi•ie• Mmrs•a•l •esi•n 
met•o• •n•ineer. 

At least 90 percent by weight of the aggregate retained on the No. 4 sieve 
shall have. one or more fractured faces. The percent of wear shall not be more 

than 45 percent as determined by AASHTO T96. 

Sec. 212.19 Type I-I Bituminous Concrete (Local Material) shall consist of local 
pit material combined with asphalt cement viscosity grade AC-20 unless otherwise 
specified, and shall conform to Table 11-12. 
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The combination of local pit material and asphalt shall have a Marshall 
stability of not less than 500 pounds at 140OF. If this value cannot be 
obtained with the local pit material, the addition of gravel, slag, or stone 
screenings will be permitted provided the gradation of the final mix is within 
the limitations provided in Table 11-12. If the stability value still Cannot 
be obtained, mineral filler in an amount not to exceed 5 percent by weight of the 
completed mixture will be permitted in order to obtain the specified stability. 
If the mixture still lacks .stability, ano.ther source of local pit material shall 
be used. 

Sec. 212.21 Type B-I Bituminous Concrete (Local Material) shall consist of local 
pit material combined with asphalt cement, viscosity grade AC-20 unless otherwise 
specified, and shall conform to Table 11-12. 

The combination of local pit material and asphalt shall have a Marshall 
stability of not less than 400 pounds at 140°F. If this value cannot be obtained 
with local pit material, the addition of gravel, slag, or stone screenings will 
be perNitted provided the gradation of the final mix is within the limitations 
provided in Table 11-12. If the stability value still cannot be obtained, 
mineral filler in an amount not to exceed 5 percent by weight of the completed 
mixture will be permitted in order to obtain the specified stability. If the 
mixture still lacks stability, another source of local pit material shall be 
used. 

Sec. 212.28 Stora•ge System- In the event the Contractor elects to utilize a 

storage system, the materials, equipment, and procedures used shall conform to 
the requirements of Section 212 as amended herein. 

The requirements of Section 212.11 •p• •# will be waive.d when storage 
bins are used. 

The system shall be capable of conveying the. hot-mix from the plant to the 
storage bins and storing the hot-mix without a loss in temperature, segregation 
of the mix or oxidation of the mix. Storage time duration shall be limited by 
the ability of the bins to maintain the hot-mix within the quality requirements 
specified in Section 212 with a maximum time limit not to exceed I0 days. 
Material may be stored in bins for no more than 24 hours without a heating 
system. 

•he comveyer system may •e • eontimuo•s •ype er skip b•cke• typeT -Exeep• 
whem tNe d•ie•-d•um miximg plamt is used, eont•nuo•s •ype csnveyo•s sha•l •e 
enclsse• amd Neated •o prevent • drep im m•x temperature. •f •he skip-b•cket 
•ype is used, •he •ucNet sha•l •e ef suf•icien•-c•paei•y ts t•anspo•t •n 

entire b•tc• amd mass d•mp •nts t•e b•ns. 

The storage bins shall be designed in such a manner as to prevent segregation 
of the hot-mix during discharge from the conveyor into the bins and shall be. 
equipped with discharge gates that will not cause segregation of the hot-mix 
while loading the mix into the trucks. 
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Approval for the use of storage bins may be withdrawn by the Engineer in 
event there is an excessive amount of heat loss, segregation and/or oxidation 
of the hot-mix due to the use of storage bins. 

Sec. 320 Bituminous Concrete Pavement 

Sec. 320.04 Equipment 

(a) Hauling Equipment" Trucks used for hauling bituminous mixtures shall 
have tight, clean, smooth metal bodies equipped with a positive locking 
metal tailgate. Metal surfaces which are to be placed in contact 
with bituminous mixtures shall be given a thin coat of •ue• oil, 
emulsifiable oil, lime solution or other approved mate•ia• ••ase 
a•en•, to prevent-the mixture from adhering thereto. The presence 
of excess ei• im tNe mixture er •ud•les •f oi• •n ehe t•u=k •ody 

sufficient cause to reject any mixture. •au•e• •he•eim. Each truck 
shall be covered with a tarpaulin •or other suitable cover which will 
protect the mixture from moisture and foreign matter and prevent the 
rapid loss of heat during transportation. 

(b) Bituminous Pavers" Bituminous pavers shall be of an approved design, 
self-contained, power-propelled units, provided with an activated 
screed to strike-off assembly, heated if necessary, and capable of 
spreading and finishing courses of bituminous concrete in lane widths 
applicable to the specified typicalcross-section and thickness shown 

on the plans. Pavers used for shoulders and similar construction 
shall be capable of spreading and finishing courses of bituminous 
concrete in the widths shown on the plans. The bituminous paver shall 
be approved prior to beginning any paving operations. 

The paver shall be equipped with a'receiving hopper having 
sufficient capacity to provide a uniform spreading operation. The 
hopper shall be equipped with a diStribution system to place the 
mixture uniformly in front of the screed. 

The screed or strike-off assembly shall effectively produce a 

finished surface of the required evenness and texture without tearing, 
shoving or gouging the mixture. The screed shall be adjustable at 
each end and equipped with a device which will indicate its horizontal 
position. 

Pavers shall be capable of.•°smoothing and adjusting all longi- 
tudinal joints between adjacent strips or courses of the same thickness. 
Joint heating devices shall be used when specified in the contract. 

Pavers shall be equipped with mechanical devices suc• as e•uml- 
•zin• r•nners, straightedge •unners, eve•e• arms •r •the• compen- 
sating-devices •o •• adjust to grade so that minor changes in 
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elevation will not be immediately, reflected in the finished surface 
and will also confine the edges of the mixture to true lines. 
Electronically controlled screeds shall be used when specified in 
the contract. 

.Pavers shall be operated at •o•wer4 speeds consistent with 
satisfactory laying and compaction of the mixture. 

(c) Rollers: Rollers shall be of the steel-wheel, static or vibratory, 
and/or pneumatic-tire type and shall be in good operating condition, 
capable of reversing without backlash, and shall be operated at 
speeds slow enough to avoid displacement of the mixture. The 
number, en• weight, an• %•pe of rollers shall be sufficient to 
compact the mixture to the required density while it is still in a 
workable condition. The use of equipment which results in excessive 
crushing of the aggregate or the marring of the pavement surface will 
not be permitted. 

If, during construction, it is found that the equipment being 
used mars the surface to the extent that the imperfections cannot 
satisfactorily be corrected or produces permanent blemishes, the use 
of such equipment shall be discontinued and replaced with satisfactory 
units. 

For urban mixes, the Contractor shall use a vibratory roller. 

(d) (Special Provision 5-24-83) Rotary saw 

Sec. 320.07 Compaction- Immediately after the bituminous mixture has been spread, 
struck off and surface irregularities corrected, it shall be thoroughly and 
uniformly compacted by rolling. 

The surface shall be rolled when the mixture is in the proper condition and 
when the rolling does not cause undue displacement, cracking or shoving. 

The number, weight and type of rollers furnished shall be sufficient 
to obtain the required compaction while the mixture is in a workable condition. 
The sequence of rolling operations and the selection of roller types shall 
provide the specified pavement density. 

Immediately after the hot mixture is spread, it shall be sealed with the 
rollers. Thereafter, rolling shall be a continuous process, insofar as practi- 
cable, and all parts of the pavement shall receive uniform compaction. 

Unless otherwise directed, rolling shall begin at the sides and proceed 
longitudinally parallel to the center of the pavemen• each trip overlapping at 
least 1/2 the roller width, gradually progressing to the crown of the pavement. 
When abutting a previously placed lane, the longitudinal joint shall be rolled 
first, followed by the regular rolling procedure. On superelevated curves, the 
rolling shall begin at the low side and progress to the high side by overlapping 
of longitudinal trips parallel to the center line. 
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Nol•ers s•al• move mt m s•ow b=t •nifo•m s•ee• with t•e drive roller or 

wheels nearest t•e •ave•. Rollin• s•al• be continued until all roll•r marks 
•re •lim•nat•d and a minimum density of @2 •ercemt of t•e •heoretica• maximum 
•ensity hms been obtained. •-hen base amd binder course m•xt=res-ar• •om•osed 
of local •it a•gre•ate, tMe minimum req•ire• density will •e @5 p•rcemt of t•e 
•heoreti=al m•xim•m density. 

Not more tMan ome sample im every • s•a•l h•ve • •ensity •ess t•an tMat 
spe=i•ied amd t•e d•nsity o• s•ch sample shall mot •e more than • per•emt b•IoW 
•he m•nimum specified= 

Field density determinations will be performed with the nuclear field 
density device, utilizing the density control strip as specified under 
Section 304.and VTM-10 or in accordance with the requirements of •fM-6 
The method of density determination will be as directed by the Engineer. 

(Special Provision 5-24-83) 

Any displacements occurring as a result of the reversing of the direction 
of a roller, or from other causes, shall be corrected at once by the use of 
rakes or lutes and addition of fresN mixture when required. Care shall be 
exercised in rolling not to displace the line and grade of the edges of the 
bituminous mixture. 

Section 320.10 Pavement Tolerances- 

(a) Surface Tolerance: The surface will be tested using a 10-foot 
straightedge. The variation of the surface from the testing 
edge of the straightedge between any two contacts with the 
surface shall not exceed i/4-inch. All humps or depressions 
exceeding the specified tolerance shall be corrected or the 
defective work removed and replaced witN new material. 

(An end result specification is desirable for smoothness, but due to 
equipment and personnel limitations, adoption of this specification 
may be delayed for some •time. ) 

(b) Thickness Tolerance" It is the intent of these specifications 
that the base course shall be constructed in accordance with 
the thickness shown on the plans and the binder and surface 

courses constructed in accordance with the rate of application 
shown .on the plans. Where any such courses• are found not so 

constructed, the rules for correction provided herein shall 

govern. 

The thickness of the base course will be determined by 
the measurement of cores taken therefrom as described in 
VTM-32B. 
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Acceptance of bituminous concrete base course for depth will 
be based upon the mean result of measurement of samples taken from 
each lot of material placed. A lot of material is defined as the 
quantity being tested for acceptance, except that the maximum lot 
size will be one mile of 24 foot width base course. 

A lot will be considered acceptable for depth if the mean 
result of the tests is within the followingtolerance of the plan 
depth for the number of tests taken, except that each individual 
test shall be within +0.60 inch of the plan depth" 

Mean of two tests 
Mean of three tests 
Mean of four tests 

+0.45 inch 
+0.35 inch 
+0.30 inch 

In the-event an individual depth test exceeds a +0.60 inch 
tolerance, that portion•of the lot represented by the test will 
be excluded from the lot. If an individual test result indicates 
that the depth of material represented by the test exceeds 0.60 
inch, the Contractor will not be paid for that material, in excess 
of the tolerance throughout the length and width• represented by the 
test. If an individual test result indicates that the depth of the 
material represented by the test is deficient by more than 0.60 inch, 
correction of the base course represented by the test shall be made 
as specified hereinafter. 

(These tolerances should be examined in view of presently constructed 
pavements to determine if modifieations are •eeded. •) 

In the event the mean depth of a lot of material is excessive, 
the Contractor will not be paid for that material, in excess of the 
tolerance throughout the length and width represented by the tests. 

In the event the mean depth of a lot of material is deficient 
by more than the allowable tolerance, correction will not normally 
b@ required and the Contractor will •e paid for the quantity of 
material which has been placed in the lot. 

For excessive depth base courses, the rate of deduction from 
the tonnage allowed for payment as base course will be calculated 
at a weight of 115 pounds per square yard per inch of depth in 
excess of the tolerance. For sections of base course, which are 
deficient in depth by more than 0.60 inch and less than 1.50 inch, 
the Contractor shall furnish and place material specified for the 
subsequent course to bring the base course depth within the 
tolerance. This material will be measured on the basis of tonnage 
actually placed, determined from weigh tickets and paid for at the 
unit price bid for the base course material. Such material shall 
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be placed in a separate course. If the deficiency exceeds 1.50 inches, 
the Contractor shall furnish and place base course material to bring 
the base course thickness within the tolerance. Corrections for 
deficient base course depth shall be made in such a manner as to 
provide an ultimate finished pavement that is smooth and uniform. 

(Special Provision 3-20-84) 
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